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Private Debt since 1830…

Percent of GDP

• Today’s levels are
the highest in the
history of
capitalism
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Private Debt in the UK…
• From 1880-1980, private
debt never exceeded 73%
of GDP

• From 1982-2008, almost
quadrupled: 55% to 195%
of GDP
• “Financial deregulation”
allowed huge growth in
private debt
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Change in debt (“Credit”) and economic activity
• Does it matter?
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• Credit up→
Unemployment
down and vice
versa
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Percent of GDP

• Correlation of the
annual change in
debt (which
accountants call
“credit”) with
unemployment is a
staggering -0.84 in
the USA since 1990

USA Credit and Unemployment (Correlation since 1890 -0.3; since 1990 -0.84)

Central Banks encourage more debt…

Percent of GDP

• Reserve Bank of
Australia
Governor Philip
Lowe
encourages
banks to lend
after
Coronavirus
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Why are most regulators relaxed about private debt?
• Because the textbook model of banking says it doesn’t matter:
• Paul Krugman, “Minsky and Methodology (Wonkish)” New York Times 27/03/2012
• “Keen then goes on to assert that lending is, by definition (at least as I understand
it), an addition to aggregate demand. I guess I don't get that at all.
• If I decide to cut back on my spending and stash the funds in a bank, which lends
them out to someone else, this doesn't have to represent a net increase in demand.
• Yes, in some (many) cases lending is associated with higher demand, because
resources are being transferred to people with a higher propensity to spend; but
Keen seems to be saying something else, and I'm not sure what.
• I think it has something to do with the notion that creating money = creating
demand, but again that isn't right in any model I understand.”

• The “Loanable Funds” model of banking—which the Bank of England said is wrong…

Modelling Loanable Funds
• Huge changes in
debt, no
significant
changes in
macroeconomy

• Banks, and debt,
and money, can
be ignored in
macroeconomics

Why are regulators relaxed about private debt?
• Bank of England “Money creation in the modern economy” 14 March 2014
• “The reality of how money is created today differs from the description found in
some economics textbooks:
• Rather than banks receiving deposits when households save and then lending
them out, bank lending creates deposits.
• In normal times, the central bank does not fix the amount of money in circulation,
nor is central bank money ‘multiplied up’ into more loans and deposits.”
• Does this matter?
• Contrast Krugman’s mainstream, Neoclassical “Loanable Funds” vision to the
Bank of England’s empirical, real-world where “Banks Originate Money and Debt”

Modelling Bank Originated Money and Debt
• Changes in debt cause changes in economic activity
• Macroeconomics can’t be understood without banks, debt and money

Consequences of rising private debt
• Complex systems
model of Minsky’s
“Financial Instability
Hypothesis”:
• Apparent
prosperity and
tranquillity during
boom stage
• Rising inequality:
more to bankers,
less to workers
• Crisis when debt
overwhelms
capacity to pay

Consequences of rising private debt
• USA data consistent
with simple model:

• Crisis when debt
overwhelms capacity
to pay (“Great
Recession”)
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Wage Share Index Values (1980=100; Range 85-125)

• Rising inequality:
more to bankers, less
to workers

200

Index values (1980=100; Range 60-200)

• Apparent prosperity
and tranquillity during
boom stage (“Great
Moderation”)

USA Unemployment, Wages Share & Debt Ratio (Smoothed Data)

Policy implications
• By ignoring the macroeconomic impact of rising private debt we have
• Allowed a financial crisis to happen
• Reduced workers’ incomes & increased bankers’ incomes
• Made the economy both stagnant and more fragile
• We need to
• Reduce (UK) private debt to pre-1982 levels (by 100% of GDP)
• “Modern Debt Jubilee”: Use State’s money creation power—as seen with
“QE”—to replace credit-based money with fiat money
• Prevent banks from funding asset-price bubbles in future:
• “PILL”: Property Income Limited Leverage: maximum loan for a property
based on income-earning potential of the property
• “EELs”: Entrepreneurial Equity Loans: Allow banks to take (non-voting!)
equity stake in entrepreneurial ventures

Policy implications
• Stop fetishizing a government surplus:
• “we have made a drastic revision of our internal revenue system, abolishing many
taxes and substantially reducing almost all others.
• Each time the resulting stimulation to business has so increased taxable incomes
and profits that a surplus has been produced.
• One-third of the national debt has been paid, while much of the other two-thirds
has been refunded at lower rates, and these savings of interest and constant
economies have enabled us to repeat the satisfying process of more tax reductions.
• Under this sound and healthful encouragement the national income has increased
nearly 50 per cent…
• It has been a method which has performed the seeming miracle of leaving a much
greater percentage of earnings in the hands of the taxpayers with scarcely any
diminution of the Government revenue. That is constructive economy in the
highest degree.
• It is the corner stone of prosperity. It should not fail to be continued.”
• Who? President Calvin Coolidge's Sixth State of the Union Address
• When? December 4th 1928—one year before the Great Depression
commenced

Policy implications
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Private Debt % GDP

Government Surplus % GDP

• 1920s: sustained 1% of
GDP government surplus
• Private debt rose from
50-100% of GDP
• Clinton/Bush surplus
fetish years
• Private debt rose from
120-170% of GDP
• Government surplus
causes private deficit
• Motivates private sector
to engage in debtfinanced asset
speculation
• “Roaring Twenties”;
“Naughty Nineties”

Government surplus? Rising Private Debt

Policy implications
• Think in accounting terms: “𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑠 − 𝐿𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑠 = 𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑦”
• In the aggregate, Equity must be zero
• So if one sector maintains positive equity, balance must be in negative equity
• Banks must have positive equity, so non-Banks must be in negative equity
• Who can comfortably sustain indefinite negative equity?
• Non-government non-banks? No: hence attraction of financial speculation
• Apparent positive equity from valuation of shares, property
• Government? Yes, because it “owns its own bank”
• “In theory, central banks can operate with zero or negative capital…
• However, the ability of central banks to operate in technical insolvency applies
only to operations in the domestic currency.” (Bank of England “Accounting
in Central Banks”)

• Governments should
normally run deficits
to create private
sector positive equity
• “But won’t that lead
to unsustainable
government
debt???!!!”
• Err, no, it won’t…

Debt as % of GDP

• Central-Bankfinanced government
deficit creates private
sector positive net
equity
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Policy implications

Thinking differently—and correctly—about money
• How come? A deficit creates
• Additional spending
• Additional money in the economy
• Money turns over more than once per year
• The numerator (Government Debt) rises by the deficit
• The denominator (GDP) rise by the deficit plus the turnover of additional money
• Ratio can fall even as government debt rises
• Surplus can do the opposite: debt ratio rises even as debt level falls
• Vital points:
• Government deficits do not burden non-government but actually create money in
non-government bank accounts
• Inadequate deficits motivate non-bank private sector into leveraged speculate

Conclusion & Policy Reminder
• We have made an enormous mistake by deregulating finance
• Huge increase in private sector leverage with deleterious effects on economy
• Can correct it with “Modern Debt Jubilee”
• Objective is to replace credit-based money with fiat-based: correct the mistake
• Central-Bank-financed cash injection into all household bank accounts
• Those with debt must use it to reduce debt
• Those without debt must buy newly-issued corporate shares
• Shares must be used to repay corporate debt
• Effects: no change in money supply; reduction in household & corporate debt;
democratise share ownership after QE wrongly enriched existing shareholders after
2008 crisis
• Controls on bank lending to stop future asset-price bubbles: “The PILL”: PropertyIncome-Limited-Leverage; “EELs”: Entrepreneurial Equity Loans.
• Make finance the Servant of capitalism rather than its Master

